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issue definition in the cambridge english dictionary Apr 07 2024
a subject or problem that people think or talk about or need to deal with address tackle resolve an issue
the service offers confidential help to filers who cannot resolve an issue through normal channels
consider discuss an issue a central core key issue a major minor issue

issue definition meaning merriam webster Mar 06 2024
the meaning of issue is a vital or unsettled matter how to use issue in a sentence synonym discussion of
issue

issue definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Feb 05 2024
noun some situation or event that is thought about synonyms matter subject topic see more noun an
important question that is in dispute and must be settled the issue could be settled by requiring public
education for everyone politicians never discuss the real issues see more noun one of a series published
periodically

issue definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jan 04 2024
issue in british english ˈɪʃuː ˈɪsjuː noun 1 the act of sending or giving out something supply delivery 2
something issued an edition of stamps a magazine etc 3 the number of identical items such as banknotes or
shares in a company that become available at a particular time

issue definition meaning dictionary com Dec 03 2023
often issues a personal or emotional problem i had issues that prevented me from doing well in school any
problem or difficulty sorry i m late i had an issue with parking the ultimate result event or outcome of a
proceeding affair etc the issue of a contest synonyms end conclusion upshot

issue meaning of issue in longman dictionary of Nov 02 2023
from longman dictionary of contemporary english related topics newspapers printing publishing is sue1
ˈɪʃuː ˈɪsjuː ˈɪʃuː s1 w1 noun 1 subject problem countable a subject or problem that is often discussed or
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argued about especially a social or political matter that affects the interests of a lot of people
abortion is a highly con

issue noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Oct 01 2023
countable a problem or worry that somebody has with something if you have any issues please call this
number the community is working together to address social issues and problems all technical issues have
now been resolved miller decided to tackle the issue head on serious issues arose during the development
of the new product

issue noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Aug 31 2023
noun ˈɪʃu topic of discussion countable an important topic that people are discussing or arguing about a
key sensitive controversial issue this is a big issue we need more time to think about it she usually
writes about environmental issues the union plans to raise the issue of overtime the party was divided on
this issue

issue meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Jul 30 2023
noun uk ˈɪʃuː us issue noun problem add to word list b1 an important subject or problem that people are
discussing the issues of race and social class political issues chris has raised a very important issue
fewer examples the issue has been much discussed in the media on the issue of education the party is
united

issue definition meaning britannica dictionary Jun 28 2023
1 count something that people are talking about thinking about etc an important subject or topic she is
concerned with a variety of social moral economic issues water purity is a public health issue the
president s speech addressed a number of important issues more examples 2

all issues c en american chemical society all issues c May 28 2023
our weekly compilations of the most important news and in depth features
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list of global issues wikipedia Apr 26 2023
list of global issues a global issue is a matter of public concern worldwide this list of global issues
presents problems or phenomena affecting people around the world including but not limited to widespread
social issues economic issues and environmental issues

not an issue at all english examples in context ludwig Mar 26 2023
not an issue at all is a correct and commonly used phrase in written english you can use it when you want
to emphasize that something is not a problem for example you could say i m sure the paperwork is in order
it s not an issue at all exact 22 the world cup is not an issue at all 1 independent a

all definition meaning merriam webster Feb 22 2023
1 a the whole amount quantity or extent of needed all the courage they had sat up all night b as much as
possible spoke in all seriousness 2 every member or individual component of all men will go all five
children were present 3 the whole number or sum of all the angles of a triangle are equal to two right
angles 4

all english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 24 2023
all means every one the complete number or amount or the whole we use it most often as a determiner we can
use a countable noun or an uncountable noun after it all as a determiner all means every one the complete
number or amount or the whole

allsides balanced search allsides Dec 23 2022
join log in set location allsides balanced search reveals information and ideas from all sides of the
political spectrum so you can get the full picture see issues and political news with news bias revealed
non partisan crowd sourced technology shows all sides so you can decide
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all definition and meaning collins english dictionary Nov 21 2022
1 predeterminer you use all to indicate that you are referring to the whole of a particular group or thing
or to everyone or everything of a particular kind the restaurant that hugh and all his friends go to he
lost all his money at a blackjack table in las vegas all is also a determiner there is built in storage
space in all bedrooms

medicare for all an analysis of key policy issues health Oct 21 2022
medicare for all an analysis of key policy issues micah johnson sanjay kishore and donald m berwick
affiliations published january 2020 free access

democrats hope abortion issue will offset doubts about biden Sep 19
2022
republicans including trump are struggling to figure out how to talk about the issue if at all in an
interview published last week by time magazine trump said it should be left to the states

insulin cost is a key campaign issue for biden the new york Aug 19 2022
for james martin a 37 year old father of three the issue is beyond politics mr martin is now paying 35 for
insulin after the drugmaker eli lilly aligned its price with the provision in the
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